
Landa till salu i La Fuente, Almería

Impressive Plot for Sale in La Fuente, Almería

We present you with an exciting opportunity to acquire a dream plot in the picturesque town of La Fuente, in the
beautiful province of Almería. With a generous size of 1537 square meters, this plot offers an exceptional space to
build the house of your dreams or carry out a unique investment project.

Outstanding Features:

Exceptional Location: Located in the heart of La Fuente, this plot enjoys a strategic location that combines the
tranquility of the rural environment with the convenience of accessing all urban amenities. Enjoy the serenity of living
in a quiet environment while maintaining easy access to nearby shops, restaurants, and services.

Spaciousness and Flexibility: With its generous 1,537 square meters, this plot offers ample possibilities to design and
create your ideal space. Whether you dream of a spacious home surrounded by lush gardens, a refreshing pool, or
even a personal vegetable garden, this parcel has the space to make it come true.

Panoramic Views: Imagine waking up every morning with panoramic views of the Almeria countryside and the natural
beauty that surrounds it. The topography of the plot offers the opportunity to design a house that maximizes these
views, creating an environment of tranquility and connection with nature.

Investment Potential: In addition to being an opportunity to build your ideal home, this plot also presents great
investment potential. Almería is a growing tourist destination, and a welllocated and thoughtfully designed property
could become a gem on the holiday rental or longterm rental market.

Do not miss this unique opportunity to acquire an exceptional plot in La Fuente, Almería. Contact us today for more
information by calling 950 46 61 12!

  0 sovrum   0 badrum   1.537m² Tomtstorlek

198.000€
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